
Skyreach

Ready for Raiding IV

Defeat Ranjit without taking damage from any of the following abilities in Skyreach

on Heroic difficulty: Spinning Blade, Windwall, Four Winds, Lens Flare.

 Individual achievement. Individually earned, individually failed.

 Will still get credit if you die before being hit by any of the above.

 No tricks. Just do the dance.

I Saw Solis

Cause three Piles of Ash to form Solar Flares at the same time during the Rukhran

encounter in Skyreach on Heroic difficulty.

 Piles of Ash are formed when you kill a Solar Flare.

 Piles of Ash are reborn into a Solar Flare when another Solar Flare dies within 5

yards of it.

 You can have everyone in the group use the rangefinder (set to 5 yards) to help

gauge distance.

 Solar Flares fixate on somebody and follow them until dead.

 A non-fixated person can stand on top of an existing Pile of Ash to help place

new ones. Just lead it to an appropriate spot and kill it there. Alternately we can

try to map out drop spots and mark them with raid markers, then kite to the

markers.

Strategy:

 Form a triangle out of Piles of Ash and then kill another Solar Flare inside of the

triangle, activating them all at once. (Easier said than done.)

Magnify... Enhance

Defeat the Empowered Construct in Skyreach on Heroic difficulty.

 The add is on a small platform by the last boss.

 Someone needs to jump down to the platform to activate the construct by running

the boss’ Lens Flare over it.

 If they cannot get back to the platform (Alter Time should work, Shadowstep

might work) everyone else will need to jump down to help kill it.

 If nobody can get back to the platform, it’s best to activate the construct at the

very end of the boss fight while whoever jumped down uses cooldowns to survive

until the party can come to his aid.

Cheese Strategy:

 One player drops down to the add’s platform.

 Everyone else starts boss fight.

 Once the player on the platform gets lens flare, he kites it across the add,

activating it.

 The group wipes to reset the boss. (The construct remains activated.)

 The group then is free to kill the boss and jump down to kill the add together.



Monomania

Defeat High Sage Viryx without killing any of the Shield Constructs in Skyreach on

Heroic difficulty.

 We CANNOT attempt this achievement until we have activated the construct and

wiped to reset the boss or we probably will not have enough dps to complete it.

 Pop Heroism and all major DPS cooldowns at the start of the fight and burn, baby,

burn!

 DO NOT KILLANY CONSTRUCTS. The birds can and should still be killed

before they drop a player over the edge.

 Constructs will channel a shield on the boss. This can and should be interrupted

as often as possible (I can help with this). Otherwise, ignore them.



Bloodmaul Slag Mines

ComeWith Me if YouWant to Live

Defeat Gug'rokk alongside Croman the Barbarian after finding his sword in

Bloodmaul Slag Mines on Heroic difficulty.

 Kill Slave Watcher Crushto, and then free Croman.

 Let me set Croman as my Focus target before we proceed.

 Kill Magmolatus so Croman can get his sword.

 Croman cannot be allowed to die, so keep adds off of him and heal any damage

he takes. Don’t worry, unlike most escort quest NPCs, Croman isn’t particularly

suicidal.

 There is no need to pre-clear trash.

 Croman will follow the player who frees him, but will despawn if that player dies,

so choose wisely who speaks with him.

 Everyone in the group will get the achievement and the follower, regardless of

who speaks to him.

Bonus Rewards:

 Croman as a garrison follower

AGift of Earth and Fire

Defeat Magmolatus while Calamity and Ruination are still alive in Bloodmaul Slag

Mines on Heroic difficulty.

 Defeat Forgemaster Gog’duh to summon Magmolatus.

 DO NOT KILL the two summoned elementals.

 Pop all cooldowns/Heroism once Magmolatus is summoned.

 Try to interrupt the elementals as often as possible.

Is Draenor on Fire?

Defeat Gug'rokk without killing any Unstable Slag in Bloodmaul Slag Mines on

Heroic difficulty.

 Pop hero/all dps cooldowns at start of fight.

 Drag the boss to near the room’s entrance.

 Adds can be slowed, rooted, stunned, etc.

 I will use Earthgrab Totem and Capacitor Totem on the adds to buy us some time

before they become empowered.

 DPS will tunnel the boss and IGNORE ADDS.

 Tank will pick up empowered slags if they manage to get past my totems.



Upper Blackrock Spire

Magnets, How Do They Work?

Defeat Orebender Gor'ashan without allowing him to cast Thundering Cacophony 4

times in Upper Blackrock Spire on Heroic difficulty.

 Bug fixes since original guides were made: Standing on top of the Conduits to

avoid damage no longer works. The counter now properly resets between

attempts.

 Thundering Cacophony phase triggers at 75%, 50%, and 25% health, not on a

timer, so it’s not a dps race.

 You interrupt/prevent Thundering Cacophony by clicking activated conduits

around the floor of the room. The boss will cast it repeatedly until interrupted.

 Slow down dps near these marks so that some/all dps can pre-position themselves

by the conduits. At the very least, try to drift to your assigned corner near these

marks. Clicking the conduits in a timely fashion is far more important than

anything else for this achievement.

 There are 7 total conduits, only some of which will be active at any one time.

When activated, a bolt of lightning will be arcing between the boss and the

conduit and it will have a faint purple electric glow.

 2 conduits will be activated in the first phase (75%), 4 conduits will be activated

during the second phase (50%), and 6 conduits will be activated on the third

phase (25%). ALL of them must be deactivated to stop the boss.

 We will assign 2 conduits each to the melee dps. The remaining 3 will be split

between Sheep and the tank (each will deactivate 1 and then whoever gets there

first will take the 3rd).

 I will stay on the platform to heal any damage taken to the pulses. It may be hard

to get LoS on you, so try to stay near the edge of the room (not hugging the

platform) to help me out.

 The floating orbs hit VERYHARD, so be ready to use a defensive CD/healing

tonic to help survive the hit(s).

 Once you click your 1(or 2) activated conduits, get back up top ASAP. Use a

speed CD if you have one.

Leeeeeeeeeeeeeroy...?

Assist Leeroy Jenkins in recovering his Devout shoulders in Upper Blackrock Spire on

Heroic difficulty.

 You will come upon Leeroy’s dead body in the dungeon. He is able to be

resurrected as long as you don’t leave the room, so you CANNOT pre-clear the

trash.

 Once you rez him, he will deliver a short RP speech (~25 seconds) and then begin

cooking a chicken (no, seriously), which will take him another 875 seconds (~15

minutes).

 Once this timer expires, he will recite his famous lines and run to the Son of the



Beast’s room, pulling everything he comes across along the way, so clear

everything.

 He is only level 60, so he will be one-shotted and die, failing the achievement, if

you miss any.

 DO NOT SKIN THE BOSS, as he must interact with its body.

 Once the boss is dead you just have to sit there by the body and wait out the

timer.

Bonus Rewards:

 Jenkins title (if you don’t already have it)

 Leeroy Jenkins as a garrison follower

Bridge Over Troubled Fire

Kill 20 Ragewing Whelps in 10 seconds while fighting Ragewing the Untamed in

Upper Blackrock Spire on Heroic difficulty.

 Ragewing summons 10 whelps at 70% HP and another 10 at 40% HP. We will

need all of them to have enough for the achievement. If even one dies, wipe and

reset.

 Askevar will tank the boss as usual.

 Venoym will tank/kite the adds using his NO DAMAGE threat rotation

(Righteous Fury, Flash Heal) to keep threat. He should do this in Ret spec if at all

possible.

 DPS will SINGLE TARGET the boss, NOAOE until we have all 20 gathered.

 Whelps must all die within 10s of one another.

 Whelps are VERY FRAGILE (~191K HP), so NO DAMAGE until we start the

burn.

 We will AoE as evenly as possible when we burn them down (AoE > Cleave).

The 10s window is fairly generous, so we should be able to AoE normally. We

can use cooldowns/Heroism at this point if needed.

 Achievement is awarded mid-fight (no boss kill needed) so we’ll know whether

we got it immediately. We can wipe and retry if necessary.

 Boss buffs himself with Burning Rage that increases his damage dealt by 10%

(stacking 4 times). This spell can be spellstolen or purged.

Dragonmaw? More Like Dragoonfall!

Kill 5 Emberscale Ironflight before defeating Warlord Zaela in Upper Blackrock Spire

on Heroic difficulty.

 Zaela has no enrage timer, so we have as long as we need (mana permitting) to

complete the fight.

 There are 8 drakes rotating in throughout the fight. We will select and mark 5 to

kill, ignoring the other 3.

 Any drake that is not killed will heal, but not back to full. It will regain ~30-40%

of its health before its turn comes up again.

 During the round we will all focus on 1 drake at a time to maximize damage per



target.

 It is best to select EVERYOTHER drake as a target to give melee a chance to

move.

 If we cannot kill the target in time, just get it as low as we can.

 Drakes have ~658K HP, so should die fairly quickly when focused.

 DO NOT use potions/major dps cooldowns until burst phase (drakes).

 There is an Inn quest with a buff item that would help. Align this buff with the

drake-killing phase if you have it.

 Achievement can be tracked in the quest log (text goes from red to white when

successful).

Basic Strategy:

 We will damage the boss to ~60% HP to start the drake summoning phase.

 3 adds will dismount their drakes and attack. Group them up and AoE them down

WITHOUT using any dps cooldowns.

 Pull the boss to the area near the entrance.

 We will make our marks and get ready to burst during the first drake. Second

drake will be priority (Skull).

 On SECOND drake, we will pop all dps cooldowns for maximum burst damage

and kill as many drakes as we can. 2 would be awesome, but 1.5 is the goal.

 After the cooldowns wear off we will focus on getting down 1 at a time until all 5

are dead.

 Once on drake phase, DPS will IGNORE THE BOSS and instead kill the drakes.

Only the tank will damage the boss and only enough to keep threat.

 Once all 5 drakes are dead, we will finish off the boss.



The Everbloom

Water Management

Defeat Witherbark without allowing him to replenish any of his Aqueous Energy in

The Everbloom on Heroic difficulty.

 Tank the boss as far from the lake as possible.

 He will place a debuff on a dps player that drops a root trap when it expires. We

will use these to create a barrier between the boss and the lake.

 The boss takes DOUBLE DAMAGE while at 0 energy, so we will save all

CDs/potions/Heroism for that phase (Brittle Bark) to kill him ASAP.

 Water globules cannot be allowed to reach the boss. They can be killed, slowed,

snared, or knocked back, but cannot be stunned.

 I will use Earthgrab Totem as often as possible to buy us a few extra seconds.

 If a water globule hits one of the root traps, it will spawn an add. This does not

cause a failure, but the tank should pick it up quickly.

 The longer the phase lasts, the more globules get summoned at a time, so stay on

the boss as much as possible. (If the globule will hit a plant trap, then just ignore

it.)

 If the healing looks light, but we need more dps, I may be able to go elemental for

this fight.

They Burn, Burn, Burn (optional)

Successfully jump over 5 of Archmage Sol's Firebloom explosion rings within 5

seconds in The Everbloom on Heroic difficulty.

 Achievement is completely individual (credit and failure).

 Boss kill is not needed, success will award the achievement instantly.

 Sol changes phases when Parasitic Growth is interrupted. DO NOT INTERRUPT

this ability once she is in Fire phase.

 She will also switch to Frost at 35% HP, so don’t damage her to that point until

we all have credit.

 She will summon plants that create fire rings. We do not want her to switch out of

fire until 5 plants are summoned.

 Fire Rings are targeted at everyone except the tank. You can stack up or spread

out to control their placement.

 You get credit for jumping a ring regardless of the direction it (or you) are going:

in or out doesn’t matter.

 You can get credit for the same ring multiple times if you are fast enough

jumping in and out of it.

Ultimate Cheese Strategy:

 Get boss into fire phase.

 Get 5 plants.

 Stack up together and spam your jump button.



 I will blow passive healing CDs in case we land in fire (you should still get credit

for jumping even if you land in the fire, but you will take massive damage).

 Since we are all stacked, we should all get credit for jumping all 5 rings with only

one jump.

 Once we have credit, we can safely kill the boss (or wipe, if it comes to that).

WeedWhacker

Defeat Yalnu without any Kirin Tor Battle-Mages dying in The Everbloom on Heroic

difficulty.

 Yes, the mages CAN be healed. I’ll do my best to keep them topped off. :)

 Controlling adds and spreading frontal cone damage is key to the fight.

 The mages will kill Yalnu on their own if they do not die, so mechanics > boss

dps.

 Entanglement (looks like vines wrapped around the target) deals damage and

stuns the target. He will cast it on a ranged player or battle-mage. KILL THE

VINES ASAP. Switch quickly, burst it down: this is your top priority.

 During Genesis, stamp out as many flowers as you can so they don’t become adds

(it’s ok to completely stop dps if you need to).

 Battle-mages will summon fire patches. Tank the adds on top of these to kill them

quickly.


